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}Consumer electronics giant 
Harman International 

recently revealed that Nordic 
Semiconductor has become the 
standard RF solution for all the 
remotes in both its existing and 
future product lines.

To date this includes using 
Nordic nRF24L01 single-chip 
2.4GHz transceivers to provide the 
wireless connectivity between its 
RF remotes and two of the most 
universally respected iPod sound 
stations: the Harman Kardon Go 
+ Play™ and JBL Radial™ models. 
(Harman Kardon® and JBL® are 
brands of Harman International.)

Harman International selected 
the nRF24L01 to maximise battery 
life, range and features by providing 
robust, bi-directional wireless 
connectivity, ultra-low power 
consumption, through-wall non-
line-of-sight RF operation and a 30-
ft (10m) operating range.

The Harman Kardon Go + Play is 
a high-end, portable sound station 
that uses a pair of two-way 30-watt-
RMS speakers each comprising a 
high-frequency transducer and 
high-excursion (25mm peak-to-peak 
travel) woofer. High-end Digital 
Signal Processors (DSPs) and a 
computer-optimised 360-degree 
soundstage deliver class-leading 

Go + Play also offers full navigation 
functionality for iPod, including 
the ability to browse by song, artist 
or album, and to select playlists, 
slideshows and videos. The two-way 
operation of the nRF24L01 means 
the remote and speaker system 
remain in sync at all times.

“When we started these 
programs, we surveyed all of the 
wireless-remote-control providers 
and selected Nordic Semiconductor 
for the high quality of service 
(QoS) that their transceivers 
provided,” says Bruce Ryan, director 
of multimedia engineering at 
Harman Kardon, Inc. “It was an 
added benefit that their solution 
also happens to be one of the most 
cost efficient as well.

“This makes a compelling 
value proposition to a consumer 

electronics manufacturer like 
us that is having to 

constantly innovate 
within strict 

cost margins 
to remain 
successful in 
the fiercely 
competitive 
global 

consumer 
electronics 

industry.”
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levels of audio detail and dynamics 
across a full 40Hz to 20kHz audio 
frequency-response range.

The JBL Radial entertainment 
dock delivers a 60-watt-RMS output 
across the same frequency range 
via two 15-watt midrange/high-
frequency aluminium-domed 
Odyssey® speaker drivers plus 
a single low-frequency 30-watt 
neodymium magnet-based woofer. 
The JBL Radial entertainment dock 
is not only a top seller worldwide, it 
has won critical acclaim for audio 
reproduction in product reviews 
from the consumer press.

Control of both products is 
designed to be as easy and intuitive 
for end users as possible. This is why 
each employs a palm-sized remote 
based on RF technology instead 
of traditional infrared, which 
as a result, allows users to 
adjust volume, change 
tracks and fast 
forward/reverse 
through songs 
over a superior 
30-ft (10m) 
‘through wall’ 
operating 
range.

The remote 
used with the 
Harman Kardon 

U.L.P

Palm-sized RF remotes help make 
smash hits for Harman Kardon
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ULP set for dramatic growth
By Brian Macdonald, Director - ANT

}While arguing about the likely growth (or lack of it) in the 
semiconductor sector for 2008, the analysts do agree on one thing: 

the search for the next “killer app” is over – it’s wireless. Wherever you 
look, wireless – in all its forms but especially short-range, ultra-low power 
(ULP) – is set to explode. The technology will spread far beyond traditional 
communications and data networking sectors into the consumer, 
industrial, manufacturing, medical, retail and service sectors.

ULP wireless is set for dramatic growth because it’s the enabler for 
unobtrusive, low maintenance, low cost wireless sensors that can form 
star or mesh networks. The applications for the sports, wellness, medical, 
industrial and domestic sectors are only limited by the designer’s 
imagination. However, because of its strict power constraints, ULP is 
beyond the reach of standards-based solutions such as the current versions 
of Bluetooth or ZigBee.

There are several definitions of ULP wireless, but the one that’s 
gathering momentum defines a peak current consumption of less than 
20mA, and an average current (or power) consumption in the microamp 
(or microwatt) range. 

Why a peak current of 20mA? That’s because the battery of choice for 
designers of compact ULP 2.4GHz wireless sensors is the coin cell, typically 
the 3V, 180 to 220mAh-capacity CR2032 type. If you try to draw more than 
20mA from that type of coin cell you damage it. (Incidentally, you can only 
draw 20mA for a very short time. Manufacturers recommend a maximum 
constant current of 4mA. And even at 4mA you won’t get you anything 
like 45 to 55 hours of battery life, because lifetime is related to discharge 
rate as well average current.) However, an average current consumption of 
microamps will give over a year of life from a CR2032 coin cell.

As it’s not designed for ULP operation a typical Bluetooth chip available 
today draws around 35 to 40mA when transmitting. ZigBee, however, is 
designed for “low power” operation, but in its current 250kbps version, 
transmit and receive currents peak at around 25 to 30mA. These currents 
would fry a CR2032 coin cell in seconds, so while ZigBee is low power 
compared to many other wireless technologies, it’s not ultra-low power 
according to the definition above. 

In comparison, ANT is specifically designed for ULP applications (based 
on Wireless Sensor Networks). ANT runs on the nRF24AP1 2.4GHz silicon 
radio for a complete ULP solution with a peak current consumption of 
12mA and average power consumption in the microamp range. ANT is 
production proven technology, used in more than two million nodes 
worldwide.

By using ANT+ managed network technology, manufacturers – for 
example, those designing bike computers, speed and distance monitors, 
cadence sensors and heart rate belts – ensure compatibility with other 
leading suppliers and guarantee seamless ULP wireless communication 
in the popular 2.4GHz licence-free band. Participating manufacturers can 
develop products that demonstrate their core competencies, raising the 
value of their brands.

Dear Reader,
I’m pleased to have the chance to introduce myself to you in this column. 
I’m Darren O’Donnell and I bring over two decades of experience in global 
electronics sales and distribution to Nordic’s first dedicated Director of Sales 
position for the Americas.

I’m looking forward to expanding the Americas’ sales team and 
marshalling the combined talents of Nordic’s local field applications 
engineers and distributors within the region.

If you believed everything you see in the papers, you’d think the US 
technology sector was on its knees with the combined effects of the 
credit crunch, high oil prices, skills shortages and the continued trend of 
outsourcing offshore. But while things are undoubtedly tougher today, the 
US remains a force to be reckoned with when it comes to technology. 

Indeed, the foundations of the US economy are based on the innovative 
use of technology. US engineers have always been among the first to 
appreciate the benefits of new technologies and to integrate them into 
new products quickly. This includes embracing ultra-low power wireless 
connectivity in a vast range of products. 

Although Nordic presently sells the majority of its 2.4GHz transceivers 
into the burgeoning Asian market, a lot sales in Asia support production of 
designs that originated in North America, so the US and Canada are vitally 
important to our future success. Nordic chips have been built into many 
products from major US manufacturers such as Kensington and Harman 
Kardon (see front cover). And many of you may not realise that the wireless 
connectivity of the Nike + Sport iPod Sport Kit is powered by Nordic as well.

While much of the volume production of electronics has moved to 
the Far East, the US is still a leader in electronics design, and will remain 
in that position for the foreseeable future. Nordic’s proprietary ultra-low 
power (ULP) wireless devices and its membership of the group developing 
Bluetooth low energy wireless technology (formerly ultra low power 
Bluetooth technology, and before that Wibree) means it is perfectly 
positioned to offer leading-edge ULP RF solutions to US design engineers 
seeking to genuinely differentiate their products.

But Nordic is not just about innovative silicon. We are about making ULP 
wireless connectivity as technically painless as possible by supplying chips, 
development tools, communication software and complete reference 
designs. For example, we have recently released the nRF24L01+ (see next 
page), a single chip 2.4GHz transceiver that offers best-in-class radio and 
power performance, a 250kbps data rate option mode that triples operating 
range, plus full application and development information support.

I look forward to updating you on more success stories from the Americas 
when it’s next my turn to write this column. 

Yours Sincerely,

J Darren O’Donnell
DIRECTOR OF SALES, AMERICAS

“US engineers have 
always been among 
the first to appreciate 
the benefits of new 
technologies and to 
integrate them into 
products quickly” 
J. Darren O’Donnell
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nRF24L01+™ redefines ULP 
benchmark for 2.4GHz transceivers
}With a best-in-class radio 

performance, ultra-low 
power (ULP) operation, a 250 
kbps data rate option mode that 
triples operating range, and 
full drop-in compatibility with 
Nordic’s existing industry-leading 
nRF24L01 2.4GHz ULP transceiver: 
“The newly launched nRF24L01+ 
is effectively the nRF24L01 on 
steroids,” encapsulates Thomas 
Embla Bonnerud, Nordic’s Product 
Manager for Ultra Low Power 
Wireless.

The nRF24L01+ radio 
performance includes substantial 
enhancements in wideband 
blocking and intermodulation 
performance that make the radio a 
sound future-proofed solution for 
environments prone to intensive 
Wi-Fi interference. In addition, 
the inclusion of a fast front-end 
automatic gain control (AGC) 
further improves dynamic range 

Nordic joins ANT+ Alliance to enhance support for 
customers running the ANT protocol

}Nordic has joined the 70-
company strong ANT+ Alliance 

that is dedicated to ensuring 
interoperability between sensors 
and computers used in the sports 
and wellness sectors. This will 
enable Nordic to further technically 
support its own customers 
developing products using Nordic’s 
ULP 2.4GHz nRF24AP1 transceiver 
that runs the ANT™ protocol and 
was launched in early 2005.

The move also strengthens the 
established relationship between 
Nordic and ANT: a Cochrane, 
Canada-based developer of a 
ULP wireless protocol used as 
the foundation for managed 
wireless sensor networks (WSNs), 
particularly Personal Area 
Networks (PANs), popular in 

ANT+ MEMBERSHIP

Nordic supply chain HQ 
relocates to Philippines
Nordic is to relocate its supply 
chain headquarters to Manila, 
the Philippines. The operation 
will also later be expanded 
to include a regional RF test-
engineering group to support 
local backend test development 
and subcontract partners in Asia. 
The latter includes long-term test 
subcontractor Amkor Technology 
that also has a Manila facility with 
a base of permanently installed, 
Nordic-owned test systems. 

NEW PRODUCT NORDIC ON SHOW

practical peak current limitation 
of a typical coin cell is 20mA). 
Prime coin cell battery-powered 
application candidates for the 
nRF24L01+ include wristwatches 
and wireless sensors (e.g. heart 
rate monitors and foot pods used 
in sports products). Prime AA or 
AAA battery-powered application 
examples include wireless mice, 
keyboards and RF remote controls 
that would benefit from battery 
lifetimes of up to a year.

The nRF24L01+ extends the 
feature set of the nRF24L01 with a 
250 kbps data rate option that by 
providing -94dBm sensitivity, can 
extend operating range by around 
3x compared to operation in 1 Mbps 
mode. This makes the nRF24L01+ 
the finest ULP 2.4GHz transceiver 
on the market for battery-powered 
RF applications that require 
maximum operating range 
without sacrificing battery life.

and operational robustness with 
close proximity interferers. The 
net result is less retransmits, lower 
average latency and lower average 
current consumption in noisy RF 
environments.

The nRF24L01+ also continues 
the ULP legacy of the nRF24L01: 
With a peak current of only 13.5mA 
it provides enough power to run 
applications on standard coin cell 
batteries for multiples years (the 

the sports, health, wellness and 
industrial sectors.

The ANT+ Alliance includes 
major names in sports and health 
monitoring such as Garmin, 
Timex, SRM, Trek, Beurer and 
Quarq. The alliance has increased 
its membership as makers 
have appreciated how ANT+’s 
interoperability technology ensures 
the seamless communication 
between devices from different 
companies. ANT+ defines the 
structure of the data payload with 
a device profile so that products 
from different manufacturers can 
communicate seamlessly.

The ANT+ conformance group 
manages device profile definitions 
and network keys, in addition new 
device profiles are continually 

being added to the managed 
network in order to meet the needs 
of members.
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Sports computer maker Garmin is 
part of the ANT+ Alliance

We would be delighted to meet 
any reader of ULP Wireless Quarter 
at the following events where 
Nordic will be exhibiting:

ASIA

Wireless Japan 2008 
July 22-24, 2008
Tokyo Big Sight International 
Exhibition Centre
Booth: B-470
http://expocomm.com/
wirelessjapan

EUROPE

Electronica 2008
November 11-14, 2008
New Munich Trade Fair Centre
Booth: A5-264
www.electronica.de
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Nordic launches brand 
new 2.4GHz transceiver: 
the nRF24L01+ 
In our continuing series on product 
enhancements and releases coming out of 
Nordic Semiconductor, ULP Wireless Quarter 
describes the nRF24L01+

F
ollowing on from the traditions 
of its predecessor, the nRF24L01, 
the nRF24L01+ is a 2.4GHz wireless 
solution for compact, battery-

operated applications with stringent 
requirements on battery lifetime and cost. 
The transceiver is specifically designed for 
two types of application: PC peripherals and 
ultra-low power (ULP) applications such as 
sports and wellness sensors. 

For PC peripherals such as wireless mice, 
keyboards and media centre remotes the 
nRF24L01+ enables high performance 
and long battery life at a low solution 
cost. For sensor applications the ultra-low 
power consumption and advanced power 
management enables battery lifetimes up 
to several years on a coin cell battery such as 
a CR2032.

Key features of the nRF24L01+ include:

Class-leading radio performance
The transceiver provides class-leading 
radio performance including substantial 
enhancements in wideband blocking and 
intermodulation performance that make 
the radio a compelling alternative for 
environments prone to intensive 2.4GHz 
interference such as that from Wi-Fi. The 
inclusion of a fast front-end automatic gain 
control (AGC) improves dynamic range 
and operational robustness when close 
to sources of interference. The net result 
is less retransmits, lower average latency 
and lower average current consumption, 
especially in noisy RF environments.

Ultra-low power operation
The nRF24L01+ builds on the proven 
nRF24L01 to ensure true ULP operation. 
With a peak current of 13.5mA, it’s 
economical enough to allow applications 

The nRF24L01+ builds on the legacy of Nordic’s most 
successful product to date and is ideal for wireless 
applications such as sports watches

to run on a standard coin cell battery for 
several years (the practical peak current 
limitation of a CR2032 is 20mA). The 
nRF24L01+ is ideally suited to coin cell 
battery-powered applications such as 
wristwatches and wireless sensors (for 
example, heart rate monitors and foot 
pods used in sports products). Prime AA or 
AAA battery-powered applications include 
wireless mice, keyboards and RF remote 
controls where battery life would be up to 
one year.

Extended range of operation
The nRF24L01+ extends the feature set of 
the nRF24L01 with an additional 250kbps 
data rate option that by providing -94dBm 
sensitivity (compared to -82dBm for the 
2Mbps option and -85dBm for the 1Mbps 
option), can extend operating range by 
around 3 times compared to operation 
in the 1Mbps mode. The nRF24L01+ 
provides the best combination of operating 
range and battery life of any ULP 2.4GHz 
transceiver on the market.

The 250kbps mode is fully air compatible 
with the 250kbps mode in Nordic’s previous 
generation nRF2401A transceiver family 

(the nRF2401, nRF2401A, nRF2402, nRF24E1 
and nRF24E2), providing a direct migration 
path to a superior cost, power and 
performance solution in existing designs.

The nRF24L01+ is fully drop-in 
compatible with the nRF24L01, 
mechanically, functionally and electrically. 
Designs that already use the nRF24L01 can 
change over to the nRF24L01+ with minimal 
changes (accessing new features like the 
250kbps mode is achieved via firmware 
changes in the microcontroller controlling 
the radio).

The nRF24L01 has been Nordic’s most 
successful product to date and for ULP 
2.4GHz wireless connectivity is the most 
widely adopted product in the industry. 
With the nRF24L01+ Nordic Semiconductor 
is setting a new industry benchmark in 
terms of radio performance for a true ULP 
2.4GHz radio. The nRF24L01+ will form the 
foundation of Nordic Semiconductor’s ULP 
2.4GHz solutions in the future.

Further Information: For detailed technical 
information please refer to nRF24L01+ Product 
Specification at: http://www.nordicsemi.no/files/
NORD0068_produktark_nRF24L01plussA.pdf 

For FAQs about  new features in the nRF24L01+ 
please refer to the Technical FAQ web pages at 
http://faq.nordicsemi.no/faq/index.html.
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Easing the challenge of RF design for 
ultra-low power radios
Designing in a wireless link needn’t be a nightmare if you follow some simple 
guidelines. ULP Wireless Quarter reports 

RF DESIGN TIPS

Figure 3: PCB antenna (extreme right of PCB) of Nordic’s nRF24LU1 reference design

T
he very mention of RF design is 
usually enough to scare all but the 
most confident designer. However, 
Nordic Semiconductor has worked 

hard to ensure it’s no longer solely the 
domain of the RF expert. Performance 
optimised transceivers, and the availability 
of development kits and reference 
layouts, makes it possible for a competent 
electronics design engineer to incorporate 
wireless hardware into their latest product.

Nonetheless, although the availability 
of off-the-shelf components and reference 
designs has made wireless system design 
easier, the designer still needs to acquire 
some fundamental knowledge about the 
parameters that influence a wireless link’s 
performance. 

A critical issue is communication 
reliability; how will parameters such 
as sensitivity, output power, adjacent 
channel selectivity and operating 
frequency influence system performance? 
In other words, what is the probability 
of transmitting/receiving an error free 
data packet in the presence of other radio 
sources that could interfere with the 
signal?

A second equally critical issue is 
range. The designer has to ensure that 
the radio can operate over its stated 
range in a number of different operating 
environments. Given output power 
and sensitivity, what other parameters 
affect range? Environmental factors 
such as air humidity, obstacles such as 

as gospel. For example, if sensitivity is 
measured for a lower data rate than the 
stated maximum then it’s worth asking 
why. In a second example, enquire as to 
whether the effective data rate stated for 
systems requires Manchester encoding. 
Checking just a few fundamental 
characteristics such as these first may save 
much time and frustration later when 
realising that the circuit chosen does not 
comply with the system specifications.

Fundamentals of a wireless link
A wireless link comprises a transmitter 
with antenna, a transmission path 
and a receiver with antenna. The 
key performance parameters of this 
simple link are the output power of the 
transmitter and the sensitivity of the 
receiver (see figure 1 next page).

Sensitivity is the minimum received 
power that results in a satisfactory Bit 
Error Rate (BER, usually 10–3) or one bit 
error for every 1000 bits transferred at 
the received data output (i.e. correctly 
demodulated). 

The difference between received 
signal power and the receiver sensitivity 
limit is the transmission link margin or 
“headroom”. Headroom is reduced by a 
number of factors such as transmission 
path length, antenna efficiency, carrier 
frequency and obstructions in the 
transmission path (see figure 2 next page).

Note that sensitivity and output power 
quoted in the RF-circuit datasheets are 

given for the load impedance optimised 
for the input low noise amplifier (LNA) and 
the output power amplifier. This means 
that the impedance of the antenna must be 
equal to the load stated in the datasheet, 
otherwise a mismatch and subsequent loss 
of headroom occurs. A typical matching 
network introduces around 1 to 3dB of 
attenuation.

The antenna transforms the transmitter 
output power into electromagnetic 
energy, which radiates from the antenna 
in a radiation pattern determined by the 
antenna geometry. For the licence-free 
bands such as 434 and 868MHz in Europe 
and the global 2.4GHz band, the maximum 
output power is expressed as Effective 
Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP). 

An “isotropic radiator” is defined as a 
hypothetical lossless antenna radiating 
equally in all directions. This means 
the regulations governing the licence-
free bands (issued by ETSI) do not allow 
transmission range to be boosted by using a 
directional antenna. If the antenna gain is 
larger than 1 (0dB) in any given direction, 
the output power has to then be decreased 
accordingly. 

For example, for a radio operating 
in the 2.4GHz band, the maximum 
transmission power is 25mW (14dBm) EIRP. 
A directional antenna that has 10dB gain 
in a given direction would seem as if  it 

people and furniture, 
building materials 
and metal film sun-
screened windows 
limit useful range 
and choice of antenna 
implementation. 

The designer should 
also be very wary of 
taking the data sheets 
of some wireless 
component vendors 

u
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antenna typically represents a loss in the 
transmission “budget”. 

A popular small, low-cost antenna 
for low power radio applications forms 
part of the PCB and does not represent a 
significant cost other than PCB area. Figure 
3 shows the antenna on the PCB used for 
the dongle of Nordic’s nRF24LU1 reference 
design. This antenna has a typical 
efficiency (or gain) of approximately -20dB 
to -25dB.

The transmitter radiates power 
uniformly in all directions (assuming the 
antenna is isotropic as discussed above) 
forming a sphere. Consequently, at a 

was transmitting 24dBm for a receiver 
positioned in this direction. Thus, the 
output power would have to be reduced to 
4dBm to fulfil the ETSI requirements. Note 
that a directional antenna can be used for 
receivers without any penalty.

 Calculating antenna gain and radiation 
pattern is generally quite complex, and 
its local environment heavily influences 
the resulting radiation pattern. Placing 
the antenna close to conducting 
surfaces is likely to distort the antenna’s 
radiation pattern and efficiency, but is 
virtually unavoidable for most practical 
applications.

Calculating antenna size
The antenna’s ability to transform the 
output power into radiated energy is 
represented by the parameter G

ant
. Antenna 

gain is generally proportional to physical 
size, in accordance with the following 
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Figure 1: Schematic 
of a typical point-to-
point wireless link

Figure 2: 
Headroom is 
reduced by 
a number of 
factors such as 
transmission path 
length, antenna 
efficiency and 
obstructions in the 
transmission path

distance r from the antenna, the power 
density (or “flux”) has decreased by an 
amount proportional to 1/r2 as it spreads 
out in a sphere of ever greater surface area. 
The actual equation that determines the 
Flux density (F) at a distance r from the 
transmitter is:

F = (P
out

 . G
ant_TX

) / ( 4 . π . r2) [W/m2]

The received power at the receiver is:

P
rec

 = (P
out_TX

 . G
ant_TX

 . G
ant_RX

) / Path_loss

Where Path_loss = (4 . π . r / λ )2

RF DESIGN TIPS

formula from antenna theory:

G
ant

 =  (4 . π . A
e
) / λ2 

where A
e
 is the effective area of the 

antenna and λ is the wavelength of the 
carrier frequency. For the 2.4GHz band, 
the wavelength is approximately 0.125m. 
From the formula, the necessary effective 
area to achieve an antenna gain of 1 (0dB) is 
0.00124m2 (12.4 x 12.4cm).

For most practical applications an 
antenna this size would be too voluminous 
and cumbersome, so designers settle on 
something a bit smaller. Consequently, the u

u



“The designer should be very wary of taking the data 
sheets of some wireless component vendors as gospel”
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 In other words, both range and 
transmission frequency determines the 
Path_loss. For the receiver to demodulate, 
the received power must be equal to, or 
larger than the sensitivity limit (see figure 
1). In ideal conditions, a 6dB (fourfold) 
increase in output power (or receiver 
sensitivity) corresponds to a doubling of 
the effective range.

Headroom decreases with range, and as 
headroom is reduced, the probability of 
communication loss due to environmental 
obstacles increases. For example, if the 
headroom of a 2.4GHz link is less than 
15dB at 10 meters in ideal conditions then 
attenuation due to obstacles exceeding 
15dB will cause loss of communication.

Signal fading can also happen because 
of multipath interference. This is caused 
when signals travel along different paths 
from transmitter to receiver (see figure 

As different paths have different lengths, 
the combined signals typically arrive at 
the receiver out of phase, attenuating 
the power and causing “smearing” of the 
received signal in the time-domain. This 
smearing causes inter-symbol interference 
(a phenomenon whereby the energy of the 
previous symbol or bit affects the next bit, 
increasing BER). 

As the wavelengths at 2.4GHz is 0.125 
metres, fading may fluctuate on a short-
term basis if one or both radio units are 
mobile. Fading may also occur due to 
moving objects such as people, furniture 
or machinery in the area even if the radio 
units are stationary. 

 Consider a 2.4GHz system with 10dBm 
output power, antenna efficiency (gain) of 
-20dB and -105dBm sensitivity. This system 
may have a theoretical range of more than 
40 metres, but in a typical application the 
effective range may drop to just 5 to 10 
metres. This is why the designer should 
treat a manufacturer’s “free-line-of-sight” 
range with caution.  ■

IN THE NEXT ISSUE - Radio system 
parameters: What you should know

Further information: This feature is 
based on a white paper by Frank Karlsen, an RF 
Designer with Nordic Semiconductor, entitled 
“Guidelines to low cost wireless system design”.

The white paper can be downloaded from:
www.nordicsemi.com
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4). Multipath interference is caused by 
reflection, diffraction and scattering. 
Reflection occurs when the transmitted 
energy reflects off the surface of an object 
that is large compared to the carrier 
wavelength (for example, walls, buildings 
or the ground). Diffraction describes the 
“wave-bending” around sharp irregular 
edges of an object in the transmission path. 
Scattering describes energy dispersion, 
caused by objects that are small compared 
to the wavelength of the propagating wave. 

A designer must be prepared for the loss 
caused by obstacles such as floors, walls, 
buildings and windows. The loss depends 
heavily on the physical characteristics 
of the object. For example, reinforced 
concrete walls introduce higher losses 
than wooden or plaster walls. Metal tinted 
windows are high loss barriers compared 
to un-tinted windows (see table 1).

Table 1: Attenuation due to common building materials

Figure 4: Signals arriving at the receiver after travelling along paths of 
diff erent length can cause signal fading
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Integrated antenna and module 
extends transceiver range
Armen Kazanchian of RF Digital describes an antenna and module unit that 
extends range and enhances performance of ultra low power transceivers 
without recourse to a power amplifier

I
n the last quarter’s issue of ULP Wireless 
Quarter I described how modules ease the 
design of wireless links. Because all the 
RF development work has been done, the 

modules only require a digital In/Out, power 
(+V) and ground (GND) connection. They are 
impedance matched and are tested for range 
and robustness of communication. In many 
cases, they are also tested to the US’ FCC and 
Europe’s ETSI regulations

The modules supplied by my company, RF 
Digital, use a chip antenna or an antenna 
formed by a PCB trace. These antennas 
provide reasonable performance, especially 
for development, proof-of-concept work or 
short-range applications.

However, for applications that require 
enhanced performance (for example, if the 
product is likely to be used in a crowded 
radio environment or in the presence of 
obstacles such as furniture, machinery or 
walls) or if a boost to the range is demanded, 
a quarter wave antenna can be attached 
directly to module.

Unfortunately, during production, the RF 
module is typically housed in an enclosure, 
the attenuation of which largely negates 
the benefit derived from the quarter 
wave antenna. This is due to proximity of 
conductors inside the enclosure such as 
the PCB, components, wires and the metal 
or plastics forming the enclosure itself 
dramatically affecting the antenna pattern 
and match.

The designer is then faced with accepting 
compromised performance – for example, 
reduced range and increase in Bit Error 
Rate (BER) – or improving the transceiver’s 

directly conflicts with the objective of 
designing a ULP system.  

Another option to increase range by 
adding a low noise amplifier (LNA) on 
the receiver side of the wireless link. 
Unfortunately, the benefit is often minimal 
because increasing sensitivity with an LNA 
also raises the noise floor, reducing the 
signal to noise ratio (SNR) and robbing the 
system of much of the extra gains.  

RF MODULES

operation by adding amplifiers to boost 
the on-air RF signal, or fitting an external 
antenna.

Accepting a compromised performance 
is likely to end in consumer dissatisfaction, 
and adding amplifiers increases cost and 
complexity and defeats the purpose of using 
a “ready-to-use” module in the first place. 
Worse still, adding a power-consuming 
amplifier to an ultra low power (ULP) device 

www.nordicsemi.com
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Figure 1: A quarter wave antenna is directly connected to the module and extends beyond the 
metal barrel of the Radio-Inside-Antenna, eliminating losses associated with coax cable. (This 
design is patent pending)

Figure 2: The metal barrel and quarter-wave antenna are housed in a radio-transparent over-
moulding. (This design is patent pending)

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Armen Kazanchian is Founder 
and President of RF Digital 
Corp. For more information 
on RF modules go to www.
rfdigital.com and www.
nordicsemi.com
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“How can a designer achieve long range, low power and low 
cost, all without the need of a PA or external antenna?  The 
answer is RF Digital’s Radio-Inside-Antenna. With this patent 
pending device, the antenna is the radio enclosure”

External antennas result in gain 
and loss
RF power output, antenna gain, antenna 
pattern, receiver sensitivity, receiver 
selectivity and path-loss, result in a “link 
budget” that ultimately determines range. 
A power amplifier (PA) is a quick and simple 
way to increase gain (and range), but only 
if the power budget can spare the extra 
tens or hundreds of milliamps demanded 
– something most ULP systems can’t afford.  

A better choice to boost the range of ULP 
systems is an external high gain antenna, 
providing power-free passive gain. However, 
it may not be as good a solution as it first 
appears. Consider the following example. 
A small chip antenna inside an enclosure 
may yield -3dB – a poor return. However, 
this antenna could be replaced with an RF 
connector, which connects to a coax cable 
leading to an external quarter wave antenna 
with an additional connector at its base. 

An external antenna may have a gain 
of 1dBi1 – a gain improvement of 4dB 
over the internal chip antenna. However, 
RG174 coax cable attenuates the signal by 
about 2dB per metre, and each connector 
further attenuates the signal by 0.5dB. 
Consequently, with one-and-a-half metres of 
cable and two connectors, the loss is around 
4dB, putting the design back where it was 
with the chip antenna. There is some benefit 
from an external antenna, however, because 
it is further away from objects that cause 
proximity effects and as a result has a better 

antenna radiation pattern. 
The next step is to use a higher gain 

antenna; unfortunately, a high gain antenna 
often features drastic peaks in its radiation 
pattern. Careful attention must be given to 
proper selection otherwise the antenna may 
do more harm than good (see next issue of 
ULP Wireless Quarter). In addition, there’s the 
added cost of RF connectors, coax and the 
antenna – typically more costly then the RF 
module itself – hence almost doubling the 
product cost.  Additionally, there is the cost 
of labour to assemble the parts. Is it worth it? 
Probably not.

An antenna and RF module 
enclosure in one 
So, how can a designer gain the benefit of an 
external quarter-wave antenna connected 
directly to the radio’s PCB – eliminating 
coax cable and connectors – yet protect the 
module in an enclosure, while allowing the 
antenna to radiate outside this enclosure? 
The answer is RF Digital’s Radio-Inside-
Antenna. With this patent pending device, 
the antenna is the enclosure for the RF 
module.

The Radio-Inside-Antenna comprises a 
metal barrel that houses the radio module. 
The radio module is based on Nordic’s 
nRF24L01+ transceiver and a quarter wave 
antenna is directly connected to the module 
and extends beyond the metal barrel (see 
figure 1), eliminating all losses. The metal 
barrel and quarter-wave antenna are housed 

in a radio-transparent over-moulding 
(see figure 2), providing environmental 
protection and allowing simple connection 
to a product enclosure without requiring 
any real estate inside the enclosure.

The Radio-Inside-Antenna is simple to use: 
the integrated module and antenna simply 
screws into a fixture or housing and attaches 
the connector and cable to the electronics 
sending/receiving the digital data to/from 
the transceiver module. The digital cable is 
not carrying RF signals so does not attenuate 
the signal strength – unlike the co-axial 
cable in the earlier example.  

This unique design distances the 
effective antenna element from the product 
enclosure and helps provide isolation 
from the user’s impact on the antenna 
radiation pattern (often a problem with 
handheld electronics). Even in fixed location 
implementations, the antenna is still a good 
distance away from the electronics and 
consequently the conductors that might 
otherwise impact range.

The antenna has a normal form factor, and 
a lead with an 8-pin connector on the end, 
power, ground and the 6 digital data lines 
(see figure 3).  The product will be supplied 
with 2 by 4 100mil adaptors so that it can be 
connected directly to Nordic’s nRF24L01+ 
evaluation kits for development and testing.

Radio-Inside-Antenna outside
The Radio-Inside-Antenna extends Nordic’s 
wireless technology to applications that 
formerly required 100 or even 250mW 
radios. These radios are used to boost 
range to tens or even hundreds of metres 
in external applications in the licence-free 
bands. They work well, but are expensive.

In contrast, Nordic’s nRF24L01+ is a 
2.5mW radio with a sensitivity (at 0.1 
percent BER) at 1Mbps of -85dBm. However, 
because the Radio-Inside-Antenna has a 
good radiation pattern and virtually zero RF 
losses, the transceiver’s range outside can 
extend to over 100 meters – allowing the 
product to compete with radios well outside 
of its class at a fraction of their price. 

And because the module is based on 
the nRF24L01+ it has long battery life, 
predictable, consistent performance and 
impressive mean time between failure 
(MTBF) statistics.  ■

Further information on RF modules is on 
www.rfdigital.com and www.nordicsemi.com

1. dBi = dBisotropic – the forward gain of an antenna 
compared to the hypothetical isotropic antenna, 
which uniformly distributes energy in all directions.
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Figure 3: An 8-pin connector takes digital signals to the module. (This design is patent pending)



T
he global availability of the 
2.4GHz band has its advantages 
and disadvantages. On the 
plus side, manufacturers of RF 

products are fortunate that their 2.4GHz 
designs can be sold virtually worldwide 
without modification. On the downside, 
manufacturers have to deal with the 
band’s heavy traffic and the likelihood of 
interference. And it’s only going to get worse 
(which raises the spectre that a product that 
works today could fail in the field tomorrow 
and become an expensive warranty issue). 

Contemporary IEEE.802.xx standards-
based wireless technologies such as Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth and ZigBee all crowd into the 2.4GHz 
band, along with various forms of wireless 
Ethernet and USB. In addition, there are 
many proprietary manufacturers, including 
Nordic Semiconductor, that also employ 
2.4GHz wireless technology.

This is not to say the 2.4GHz band can’t 
cope. It extends from 2.4 to 2.483GHz 
providing manufacturers plenty of 
opportunities to search for clear narrowband 
frequency channels within the allocation 
should their transceivers experience 
interference from other devices. There are 
several established techniques for efficient 
use of the 83MHz width of the 2.4GHz band 
– ranging from the bullish approach of 
simply repeating the transmission on high 
power until it finally gets through to the 
elaborate direct sequence and frequency 
hopping spread spectrum schemes used by 
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and ZigBee.

These latter schemes work well, but for 
ultra-low power wireless connectivity – where 
the unit’s current can’t exceed the peak 
current of coin cells or other small batteries 
typical of these applications and the batteries 
are expected to last for months or even years – 
these schemes demand power resources that 
just aren’t available. Meeting these exacting 
constraints requires innovative design 
unencumbered by restrictions imposed by 
today’s IEEE-based standards.

A good example is wireless peripherals 
for PCs. End users expect to use several 
2.4GHz peripherals simultaneously (for 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN CHINA

A 2.4GHz protocol for the wireless desktop
A wireless device operating in the crowded 2.4GHz needs a frequency agility 
scheme to avoid unacceptable loss of data. But finding a solution that doesn’t 
rapidly drain the power of portable devices is a challenge

example, keyboard, mouse, gamepad and 
for the new generation of media centres, 
RF remote controls) often in very close 
proximity to Wi-Fi and Bluetooth wireless 
technology-equipped products not least the 
PC itself, but also others such as cell phones, 
headsets and cordless phones. Consumers 
demand uninterrupted communications 
and peripherals that fail to perform have no 
chance of selling in high volumes.

To meet consumer expectations 2.4GHz 
peripherals must communicate with no 
loss of user data and a fast (low latency) 
response in the presence of other aggressive 
2.4GHz RF sources. Unlike a more forgiving 
wireless application such as a wireless sensor 
application monitoring temperature, where 
undelivered data results in a missed reading 
refreshed with the next data packet perhaps 
a half-second later, a missed keystroke from 
a wireless keyboard causes intense user 
frustration. Worse still, there may be a strong 
temptation for the consumer to switch to 
another vendor’s product, or even return 
to a wired connection. Put simply: poor 
performance in the presence of interference 
can break a wireless consumer product.
While devices such as a Li-ion rechargeable 
battery-powered cell phone can cope with 

high power demands, AA or AAA cell 
powered-devices such as mice and keyboards 
struggle with Bluetooth wireless technology’s 
Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) 
interference avoidance scheme’s overhead. 
The technology’s synchronisation traffic 
will severely restrict the battery lifetime for 
such devices. This is because to maintain 
synchronisation Bluetooth has to constantly 
transmit a “heartbeat” even when no data is 
passed, consuming 8mA even in idle mode. 
While Bluetooth does allow chips to enter 
a sleep mode to save power, it can take up 
to 3 seconds for the link to be re-established 
– a level of unresponsiveness most wireless 
desktop users will find frustrating. 

ZigBee, championed as a “low power” 
technology uses a Direct Sequence Spread 
Spectrum (DSSS) scheme. In DSSS, there is 
an overhead in the form of the spreading 
codes that are sent instead of the raw user 
data. This causes a DSSS system to transfer a 
higher volume of data than would be the case 
with just the raw data, leading to increased 
power consumption. Both FHSS and DSSS add 
complexity and represent a fixed overhead 
because neither can be reduced or switched 
off when little or no interference is present.

Doing away with the synchronisation 

“Consumers demand uninterrupted communications and peripherals 
that fail to perform have no chance of selling in high volumes”

www.nordicsemi.com

TO SEE THE ORIGINAL ARTICLE GO TO: http://www.ed-china.com (the article is published in Simplified Chinese).
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Successful wireless PC peripherals (such as 
Kensington’s SlimBlade™ devices pictured) 

have to work as reliably as if they were wired 

u
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requirement and allowing the system to 
eliminate the overhead of interference 
avoidance when it’s not needed, allows a 
wireless technology to enter sleep mode 
(with just a few microamps of current), 
wake up quickly, transmit with modest 
power consumption and then return to the 
power-saving mode. In addition, an efficient 
protocol and ultra-low power transceiver with 
1 to 2Mbps bandwidth allows the transceiver 
to send and receive data quickly, minimising 
high-power transmission or reception time.  

Consider, for example, Nordic 
Semiconductor’s recently released nRF2601 
Wireless Desktop Protocol (WDP). Running 
this WDP on a Nordic nRF24L01 chip (which 
uses around 12mA (peak) when transmitting 
or receiving at 0dBm and 2Mbps) with typical 
usage patterns, will endow a wireless mouse 
with a battery life of a year on two AAA 
batteries compared with a month for an 

Fi sources (802.11g (54Mbps) and 802.11n 
(300Mbps)) streaming data continuously 
from the PC to the access point. The WDP 
ran on an nRF24L01 in a wireless mouse. The 
mouse sent 50,000 packets in each test using 
a WDP implementation set up with six RF 
channels randomly chosen across the 2.4GHz 
band. The latency was measured from the 
mouse’s first transmission attempt until it 
received an acknowledgement from the host 
(i.e. successful transfer with 100 percent data 
integrity). The test was then repeated with a 
low report rate device (a remote control).

Because the WDP in the device tracks 
the host timing when running fixed report 
intervals, 98 percent of packets arrived with 
a latency of 0 to 2ms with no interference 
present. Even in the presence of the 802.11n 
source, over 80 percent of packets arrived 
with a latency of less than 2ms. The average 
number of retransmits in the presence of 
the 802.11g source was two, with an average 
latency of 1.4ms. (See figure 1.). The average 
current consumption of the nRF24L01 in the 
mouse is 1.2mA in the presence of an 802.11g 
Wi-Fi system streaming data at full speed. 

For the low report rate devices, just under 
45 percent of packets arrive in less than 
2ms. However, in this case it is important 
to remember that the device-to-host link-
up between device and host is the main 
contribution to latency. In the presence of 
the 802.11n source the number of packets 
taking less than 2ms drops only slightly to 38 
percent. The average number of retransmits 
with the 802.11n source was six, with an 
average latency of 3.2ms. 

Interference resistance isn’t just an 
option in the congested 2.4GHz band – it’s 
mandatory. You have been warned – not just 
by this article but also by no less an authority 
than the ITU-Radiocommunications Bureau 
itself.  Although DSSS and FHSS schemes 
employed by WiFi/ZigBee and Bluetooth 
respectively are popular, because they rely on 
synchronisation they shorten the battery life 
of 2.4GHz products such as wireless desktop 
peripherals to an unacceptable degree.  ■

equivalent Bluetooth-equipped mouse.
By basing the protocol on a key feature 

of PC peripherals – that the host side (the 
PC) has ample power, and a device side (the 
peripheral) runs on a very tight power budget 
– the WDP utilises high speed features of the 
Nordic nRF24L01 transceiver to implement a 
power saving protocol for PC peripherals. 

The WDP adheres to some basic concepts: 
All communications are started from a 
device; a device can communicate at any 
time, and the host must always listen. It’s 
important to note that the star network 
formed between the PC host and peripheral 
devices is not a Personal Area Network (PAN) 
like that formed by a Bluetooth master and its 
slaves. With the WDP, each peripheral device 
has no knowledge of its companions, and is 
not synchronised with their comms.

To demonstrate the real life integrity of 
the WDP, lab tests were set up using two Wi-

The full version 
of this article 
was originally 
published 
in Electronic 
Design China. 
The magazine 
is published in 
Chinese and is 
circulated to 
over 40,000 
managers and 
engineers 

Figure 1: WDP performance for fi xed high report rate device (wireless mouse) in the 
presence of 802.11g and n
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Figure 2: WDP performance for low report rate device (remote control) in the presence of 802.11g and n
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U
LP Wireless Quarter: Why did the 
Bluetooth SIG decide to develop 
Bluetooth low energy wireless 
technology (formerly ultra low 

power Bluetooth)?
Anders Edlund: This was to extend the 

application of Bluetooth wireless technology 
into devices that had restricted power 
capacities. Typically the coin-cell powered 
devices such as heart rate monitors (HRMs) 
and watches. The Bluetooth SIG had been 
discussing this for years.

But while the usage model had been clear 
to the Bluetooth SIG for a while it hadn’t 
come up with a solution.

ULP: Had you been trying to find a low 
power solution?

AE: While there had been several 
proposals, none had been accepted for 
further development.

ULP: What was so attractive about 
Nokia’s Wibree technology?

AE: The fact that it was a proposal that 
had been significantly developed. This 
meant Wibree could be ready for market in 
a relatively short time. Wibree was also a 
good fit for the Bluetooth SIG because Nokia 
was driving Wibree so forcefully and had 
considerable industry backing.

We were also aware that if we didn’t adopt 
Wibree it was likely to be launched anyway 
and would become competitive to Bluetooth 
wireless technology.

ULP: Was Wibree close to the 
technology you had envisaged in your 
early proposals?

AE: I wouldn’t say that because we 
hadn’t come to a conclusion as to how our 
solution should look technically. However, 
Wibree was suitable for the usage scenarios 
we needed to address and the technical 
framework was in place.

ULP: Was Nokia talking to Bluetooth 
chip suppliers with a view to making 
Wibree interoperable with their chips 
before it approached the Bluetooth SIG?

AE: Yes. I think that was Nokia’s intention 
from the beginning. And it was a smart 

BLUETOOTH LOW ENERGY WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY UPDATE

Bluetooth low energy variant just a year 
away says Bluetooth SIG
ULP Wireless Quarter spoke to Anders Edlund of the Bluetooth SIG for the latest news 
on the impending Bluetooth low energy specification 

move because it meant Wibree could 
leverage the fact that Bluetooth is already in 
so many devices.

ULP: Moving forward to the last few 
months, the Bluetooth SIG recently 
changed the name from ultra low power 
Bluetooth to Bluetooth low energy 
wireless technology. Why was that?

AE: We discussed the name for quite some 
time in the Bluetooth SIG and we thought 
the name should be descriptive, rather 
than attempting to come up with another 
name we could trademark. This is because 
the Bluetooth brand is so well known by 
consumers that we wanted to retain it for 
this new technology.

We decided not to use “ultra low power” 
because this is more of a generic description 
used by several other technologies. So 
we decided to make the name a little bit 
different and came up with “low energy 
wireless technology”.

ULP: Summarise the major differences 
between traditional Bluetooth and this 
new low energy technology?

AE: The biggest difference is the power 
consumption. Bluetooth low energy wireless 
technology makes it possible to use Bluetooth 
technology in a HRM or a pedometer 
without having to recharge batteries 
frequently. But there are two other rather 
important advantages: size and cost. 

The size of a standalone chip will 
be probably around half the size of a 
conventional Bluetooth chip. And the cost of 
a standalone chip will be considerably less 
than standard Bluetooth devices. 

ULP: What’s the current status of the 
specification?

AE: There have been quite some changes 
compared with the initial proposal, but 
recently everything is falling into place. 
The current time schedule is that the 
finalised specification should be published 
in the summer of 2009. To us a finalised 
specification means that first we publish a 
version 0.9, then that specification is tested 
at several test events. Before we formally 

adopt the specification, we want to see that 
at least three different companies have made 
chip set implementations that are fully 
interoperable. In other words, we want to 
make sure that real silicon from different 
vendors works together. 

ULP: What changes have there been to 
the specification?

AE: While I can’t go into details I can say 
the changes have been improvements that 
many members of the Bluetooth SIG wanted. 
When you bring a proposal to a wider 
group such as the SIG membership they see 
weaknesses and areas of improvement. This 
group wants to make sure that Bluetooth low 
energy wireless technology fits well with 
Bluetooth wireless technology. That said, the 
proposal submitted by Nokia and Nordic 
Semiconductor, among others, was very 
good, and the improvements have been 
relatively small.

ULP: Will the specification due out 
in the summer of 2009 cover both 
standalone and dual-mode devices?

AE: Yes.
ULP: How much interest has there been 

from OEMs interested in incorporating 
Bluetooth low energy wireless 
technology into products?

AE: The interest is really big. There have 
already been several different sectors 
involved in the development of the 
specification. For example, if you consider 
watches, there are several companies 
involved such as Casio. Casio believes 
Bluetooth low energy wireless technology will 
be very important for future expansion of 
the watch industry. 

Apart from Nokia several other cell 
phone companies are keen. They see 
many new areas where they could extend 
the functionality of the cell phone. After 
cameras, mp3 players and web browsers, 
the cell phone companies see health and 
fitness applications as the next big area for 
their devices. This is an ideal application 
for Bluetooth low energy wireless technology. 
Even the leaders in HRMs and sports 
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“The annual market for Bluetooth low energy 
standalone devices will be at least as big as that for 
conventional Bluetooth chips”

long term the total size of the market 
according to analysts IMS for single mode 
device is around an incredible four billion 
per year compared with around one billion 
conventional Bluetooth chips shipped 
annually today. These numbers are only 
educated guesses, but I would personally 
not be surprised if the annual market for 
standalone devices was at least as big as that 
for conventional Bluetooth chips. To me this is 
definitely not a niche technology.

ULP: When product hit the market will 
they be specifically branded “Bluetooth 
low energy wireless technology” or 
simply branded “Bluetooth”?

AE: That’s really up to the companies 
making the products, but from a Bluetooth 
SIG point of view and the consumer 
everything will come under the branding of 
“Bluetooth wireless technology” like the chips 
today – otherwise it will be confusing for the 
man in the street. If the consumer is interested 
in technology, the descriptive element will 
come into play, so, for example, the consumer 
may buy a Bluetooth low energy wireless energy 
technology HRM, or a Bluetooth high speed 
wireless technology headset.  

There is actually no easy answer, as we 
have already found with the variants of 
our product today. Just because you have 
two Bluetooth branded products doesn’t 
necessarily mean they will work together. 
For example, a cell phone with a Bluetooth 
chip inside may not have the stereo music 
profile; so if you buy a Bluetooth stereo 
headset to go with that cell phone, it 
won’t work. That’s why we developed the 
“experience icons” so if you match icons you 
will get the functionality you expect. We 
will use the same concept for Bluetooth low 
energy wireless technology; so for example 
if you want a HRM to work with a cell phone 
you have to make sure they both have the 
“sensor” icon.

ULP: Do you think that Bluetooth 
low energy wireless technology will 
significantly enhance an already strong 
Bluetooth brand?

AE: It will certainly enhance the brand, 
but it’s unlikely to have a dramatic effect as, 
based on consumer surveys in the markets 
we are already servicing, brand awareness is 
already around 80 percent or higher. ■

Further information: Nordic Semiconductor 
was a foundation member of Nokia’s Wibree 
Alliance and is now a leading member of the group 
developing the Bluetooth low energy wireless 
specification. The company expects to be among 
the first to market standalone devices meeting the 
specification.

watches, such as Suunto, which currently 
uses proprietary solutions, is looking at 
Bluetooth low energy wireless technology 
with interest.

There is really a wide involvement 
from the industry, and when we talk to 
people from sports, fitness and health, and 
medicine we see a lot of excitement about 
the opportunities.

ULP: From what you say, when chips 
are available they could be incorporated 
into OEM products very quickly.

AE: When something hits the market that 

provides the opportunities that Bluetooth 
low energy wireless technology does, many 
companies come out with products very 
early. The only thing that will hold the 
technology back in the beginning is that you 
need two ends to the solution, for example 
a single-mode and dual-mode device. I 
anticipate the first products next year with 
huge implementation in 2010.

ULP: How big do you anticipate 
the market for Bluetooth low energy 
wireless technology will be?

AE: I think it will be significant. In the 
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Anders Edlund is the 
Marketing Director, 
EMEA, for the Bluetooth 
SIG. Edlund joined 
the Bluetooth SIG as 
Marketing Director in 
August 2002. In this 
role, he is responsible 
for improving 
marketing activities, 
as well as assuring 
that the technology is 
accurately, consistently 
and increasingly 
communicated to 
Bluetooth SIG members 
and end users. 

Anders Edlund: “Bluetooth 
low energy wireless 
technology is defi nitely not 
just a niche technology”



“An important goal for the ULP wireless community is 
to standardise a ULP communications link”B

ody sensors that communicate with 
watch-sized display devices over 
wireless personal area networks 
(PANs) are beginning to morph 

from a relatively small niche of expensive 
monitoring systems for professional athletes 
into a much broader market.

Three components account for the body-
PAN market’s expansion. The largest is the 
fitness segment. It is typified by recreational 
runners who already listen to a radio while 
they run and would like to know at a glance, 
their pace, how far they have run and how 
many calories they’ve burned. Weekend 
bicyclists also fall into this segment.

A healthcare component is also emerging. 
While not subject to the stringent regulations 
of medical devices, these products are helpful 
in monitoring patients’ activities and base 
line physiological data. Products exist today 
but this component’s growth will ramp 
only when sensor data can be efficiently 
transferred to the health care provider using 
the mobile phone network.

The third component – medical 
applications – is further out largely due to 
regulatory requirements and the need for a 
high degree of robustness and accuracy.

Professionals and semi-professionals 
have been using body PANs to monitor pace, 
heart rate and distance for several years. Two 
Swedish companies – Polar Electro OY and 
Suunto OY – still dominate the field.

But Nike’s recent entry into this market 
with a product for recreational athletes 
– and with a goal to sell more shoes – marks 

WIRELESS NET DESIGNLINE

ULP wireless PANs that monitor sports and 
fitness performance sprint into the fast lane
Complementing the market drivers are several technology enablers including ultra-
low-power wireless radios, protocols and MEMS
(This article first appeared on Wireless Net DesignLine (www.wirelessnetdesignline.com) in April 2008 and is reproduced with permission)
By Jack Shandle, Editor, Wireless Net DesignLine  

a significant departure. An accelerometer 
embedded in a running shoe communicates 
with a watch-sized display that can also 
download the day’s fitness data into a PC and 
potentially onto Nike’s web site.

Technology enablers
Complementing the market drivers are 
several technology enablers that were not 
available even a few years ago. The most 
important are ultra-low-power (ULP) wireless 
radios that can run for a year or more on a 
watch battery.

An important goal for the ULP wireless 
community is to standardise a ULP 
communications link. This is well underway 
at the Bluetooth SIG where its ULP Bluetooth 
spec (Editor’s note: now Bluetooth low energy wireless 
technology) will be ready mid-2009, according 
to Executive Director Mike Foley.

Much more energy efficient protocols have 
also made relatively recent appearances, and 
the sensors themselves are becoming more 
sophisticated and reliable thanks to maturing 
MEMS technology. The most commonly used 
MEMS device is the accelerometer.

Defining ULP
A clear definition of ULP is useful for 
comparing silicon products in any new 
application and a definition proposed by 
Nordic Semiconductor is a good place to 

start. Nordic’s wireless PAN technology was 
being adapted to Nokia’s short-lived Wibree 
specification before it was merged with the 
Bluetooth SIG’s ULP Bluetooth initiative.

Nordic bases its ULP definition on 
available battery power: ULP means the body 
PAN can run for a year or more on a single 
watch battery. It specifically refers to the 
CR 2032 coin cell. Translated into numbers, 
this means: (1) a capacity of 180mAh to 
be consumed over a year or more (average 
current approx. 20µA); and, (2) a peak current 
of just 20mA because stressing the battery’s 
instantaneous current draw damages the 
battery and total charge available.

According to Nordic product manager 
Thomas Embla Bonnerud, the 12mA peak of 
Nordic’s nRF24L01 2.4GHz transceiver is well 
below the 20mA needed for battery health.

Techniques usually associated with low-
power chip design such as deep sleep modes, 
clock gating, steep transitions between on 
and off, and using low-leakage transistors 
(and lower performance) in the IC process are 
all appropriate for ULP body PAN transceiver 
design. Design interest even extends to the 
crystal oscillator when designers are serious 
about ULP, Bonnerud says.

The nature of the application – small data 
packets and the ability to tolerate relatively 
long periods between transmissions, for 
example – puts additional tools at a ULP 
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Figure 1: Battery lifetime is a function of charge available, peak current and average current
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to allow an application microcontroller-
controlled “hop” to an alternative channel in 
the 2.4GHz band which is then be subdivided 
into timeslots.

Interoperability
Over the past decade, the Bluetooth SIG has 
created device profiles for PCs, cell phones 
and peripheral devices that define the 
structure of the data payload so products 
from different vendors can communicate. 
Similarly, Dynastream is creating device 
profile definitions for body PANs.

Profiles include heart rate monitor, bike 
cadence, bike speed, bike power, weight scale 
and temperature. Future profiles include tyre 
pressure, gear position, blood glucose, blood 
pressure, ECG, calorimeter, complex display, 
remote control and bike shock pressure.

Which brings us to ULP Bluetooth. When 
the spec is finished in the middle of next year, 
Bluetooth devices can have three operating 
modes: Traditional Bluetooth as we know it 
today; ULP Bluetooth; and dual-mode.

In body PANs, the sensors will probably 
operate only in ULP mode but the device they 
connect to may be dual-mode. A cell phone 
would, for example, have a dual-mode chip, 
which is expected to be about 10 cents more 
expensive than traditional Bluetooth and 
consume about 80 percent of the power.

In a cell phone, the Bluetooth chip would 
shift to ULP mode when communicating with 
a sensor. In this mode, its duty cycle would 
approximate that of the proprietary ULP 
systems implemented with Nordic chips and 
Dynastream protocols. The device would shift 
into traditional Bluetooth mode, for example, 
when it was called upon to transport an audio 
stream to and from a headset.

The relationships between the traditional, 
ULP and dual mode Bluetooth stacks are 
shown in Figure 2. The key functional blocks 
in the dual-mode Bluetooth chip are co-
existence mechanisms for Admission Control 
and Scheduling (DuMo) Manager. Admission 
Control is responsible for setting up the radio 
and connection parameters so Bluetooth and 
ULP Bluetooth can co-exist.  ■

wireless company’s disposal. Despite the 
small amount of data being transmitted (as 
little as a few hundred bits), for example, a 
high data rate – on the order of 2MBps – is 
desirable because it allows the transmitter to 
be on for only microseconds.

This implies a sensitive transceiver 
design, of course, but it also has important 
implications for the protocol. The average 
current measured over a year depends heavily 
on the protocol used to transfer data. Figure 
1 illustrates how battery lifetime relates to 
average current, time the transceiver is active, 
and time the transceiver is in sleep mode.

ULP protocols
The primary considerations for a protocol in 
a body PAN ULP wireless network might be 
simply stated as (1) Do as little as possible and 
(2) Execute quickly and go back to sleep. A 
little reflection on these rules, however, can 
result in a radically different protocol that:
· Does not implement error correction 

because the chance of colliding packets is 
so small that retransmission provides the 
most energy efficient solution;

· There is no need to sync the clocks of the 
sensors and the network “hub”;

· Frequency hopping is a valid technique.
In any application, a thorough 

understanding of use cases allows the silicon 
and designers to tailor their work to the 
eccentricities of the use scenarios.

Clock sync is a good example. Most 
design engineers take clock sync as a given 
but in wireless body PAN applications, an 
adaptive isochronous system works very well, 
according to Rod Morris, an engineering 

manager at Dynastream. The basic operating 
requirement is that every node in the 
network can act as a slave or master and swap 
roles at any time. They can route traffic to 
other nodes and can leave or join the network 
ad hoc. In addition, every node is capable of 
determining the best time to transmit based 
on the activity of its neighbours.

An adaptive isochronous scheme such as 
the one used by Dynastream’s ANT protocol 
doesn’t require a master clock. Transmitters 
start broadcasting at regular intervals but 
then modify the transmission timing if 
interference from a neighbour is detected on 
a particular timeslot. This is accomplished 
by transmitter pairs always resetting their 
clocks ahead to match the fastest clock to 
autonomously sync to the fastest clock in the 
system, which approximates a TDMA scheme.

If the radio environment is very crowded, 
the protocol can use frequency agility 
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Figure 2: ULP Bluetooth is expected to run at 10 to 25 percent of normal Bluetooth power consumption
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The body PAN’s expansion is driven by 
recreational runners and cyclists
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THE PEOPLE & FACES
Behind Nordic Semiconductor
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Mitsuo Yamazaki
Country Sales Manager

Ståle ‘Steel’ Ytterdal
Sales & Marketing Director, Asia Pacific

Hi. My name is Mitsuo Yamazaki and I’m the newly appointed 
Japanese Sales Manager for Nordic, based in Tokyo.

I joined Nordic just three months ago, although it feels 
much longer: Japan is an exciting, key territory for Nordic 
and there hasn’t been a quiet moment since I joined.

I’m primarily responsible for growing Nordic’s customer 
base here and in particular for introducing the benefits 
of Nordic’s ultra-low power (ULP) wireless technology to 
Japan’s major electronics giants in fields such as audio visual 
(AV), sports and wellness, healthcare and wireless sensor 
networking.

One specific application example is ‘in-the-box’  AV 
product remote controls. These are a prime target for ULP 
wireless because traditional infrared (IR) units are really 
starting to show their age when compared to modern RF 
alternatives. For example, for a small cost difference, RF 
remote controls offer advanced two-way features and 
through-wall, non-line-of-sight access. 

Although Nordic has a great team culture globally, it is 
particularly prevalent in Asia Pacific where we all liaise very 
closely with our regional sales headquarters in Hong Kong. 

This is important because the Nordic way is to support 
customers and resolve any issues before and after they 
order from us, so we work as a team to ensure this gets 
done. This includes regular site visits and ensuring any 
of the customers’ technical issues are addressed by the 
organisation.

This is all familiar territory to me, as I have always been 
willing to go the extra mile for customers which has 
sometimes meant flying halfway around the world, to several 
different locations, at very short notice to ensure a technical 
problem was resolved to the customer’s complete satisfaction. 
I can tell already that that kind of commitment runs right 
through Nordic’s sales and customer support teams.

Outside of work, I’ve always fully subscribed to the 
traditional Japanese ethic of working very hard in my 
job. But this also means that in my free time I really value 
and appreciate the simpler pleasures in life; particularly 
spending time with my family, going shopping with them 
at weekends, relaxing at home and camping in the summer 
holidays.

Mitsuo Yamazaki

Hi. My name is Steel Ytterdal and I’m Sales & Marketing 
Director for Asia Pacific.

In 2004 I moved to Hong Kong with my wife and two 
children to set up Nordic’s first regional headquarters in Asia, 
having spent three years prior ‘commuting’ from Oslo. Since 
then, ‘Team Asia Pacific’ has grown into two further Nordic 
regional offices in South Korea (Seoul), and Japan (Tokyo), 
and a total of 11 distributors with around 50 offices spread 
over the whole of the Asia Pacific region.

It’s my job to hold everything together and ensure that 
our focus remains centred on existing customers, new 
customers and the key market segments within each 
country that would benefit most from the class-leading 
benefits of Nordic’s ultra-low power (ULP) RF solutions.

Because our rate of growth in Asia Pacific has been 
explosive, managing the changes has been a real challenge. 
For example, working with and learning to understand the 
diversity of cultures was a not insignificant hurdle in the 
early days. How you do business in the relatively young, 
Western cultures of Australia or New Zealand, for example, 
is completely different to the ancient cultures and customs 
of China or Japan or Korea. You really can only learn this 
through experience and hiring ‘local’ staff.

For me it all translates into a wide range of day-to-day 

duties. By far and away the most important is leading an 
extended commercial and technical team and ensuring that 
any obstacles preventing people focusing on doing their job 
to the best of their ability are removed. This keeps everyone 
happy, motivated and thriving for both Nordic’s and our 
customers’ benefit. I also believe in having fun at work. Hard 
work without any fun is like driving an engine at full throttle 
without any oil: each is needed to maintain the other.

That said I never take credit for any of our successes 
because I know none of it is down to me alone: It is working 
as a team that had made Nordic the success story it is in Asia 
Pacific today.

And that includes the support of my family: being based 
in Hong Kong is more convenient than being based in Oslo, 
but Asia Pacific is still an enormous geographical region and 
I inevitably spend a lot of time travelling which means when 
I’m at home, I really focus on spending time with my family. It 
can be very hard on them when dad’s away for long periods 
of time and so I try really hard to make up for it when I’m not.

Fortunately, since Hong Kong also isn’t renowned for its 
long, cold snowy seasons, my previous Norwegian passions 
of Telemark (‘free-heel’) and kite-skiing are hardly now 
current distractions from family life!

Steel Ytt erdal

“One of my primary 
aims is to introduce the 
benefits of Nordic’s ULP 
wireless technology to 
Japan’s major electronics 
giants in fields such as 
audio-visual, sports and 
wellness, healthcare, 
and wireless sensor 
networking”

“Understanding the 
diversity of cultures in 
Asia Pacific was not an 
insignificant hurdle in 
the early days. How you 
do business in relatively 
young, Western 
cultures like Australia 
or New Zealand, is very 
different to the ancient 
cultures and customs of 
China or Japan or Korea.”
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